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Advocates of the traditional interpretation usually described New England agriculture as declining rapidly subsequent to the opening of the Erie Canal in 1825 and of the railroads shortly thereafter, which allowed production from the better agricultural lands of the Midwest to compete locally. Depending on the area under study, the research placed the peak of New England agriculture at anywhere from 1830 to 1850.10 Although these authors were aware that the dates applied only to specific sites in New England, they were read to be and were intended to be representative." However, one supporter did rather grudgingly note the continued vitality of New England agriculture through 1880 at least.12 Before the ascendancy of what is now the traditional, accepted model of decline, there was a lively debate concerning the agricultural capabilities and future of New England. Against the interpretations that later became almost totally dominant, supporters of New England agriculture pointed to high yields and good prices that farmers received and argued that farms were productive, competitive, and financially viable.13 As one supporter stated early in the twentieth century, "We have been obsessed with the stale idea that New England was a sucked orange, with respect to its human enterprise and its opportunity."'14 In the remainder of this article I present evidence to revive this counterargument.
STONE WALLS AND STONY SOILS
To anyone familiar with the large areas of bare rock, thin soil, and stony till in New England, an argument for high farm productivity may not seem 10 tenable. Yet the key to understanding New England agricultural history is recognizing the extreme variability of the land. This wide variability is quite evident in contemporary landscape views. The New England scenes of nineteenth-century painters George Henry Durrie, Fitz Hugh Lane, Worthington Whittredge, Albert Bierstadt, George Inness, Winslow Homer, and others show a broad range of fenced landscapes, from ones of exclusively stone construction to ones made only of wood and many with-a mixture of both. On the whole, the artworks depict more wooden than stone fencing.'5 One of the best series of views of the period is found in "Connecticut Historical Collections" by John Warner Barber, which is liberally illustrated with engravings of scenery "executed from drawings taken on the spot" (Figs. 4-6) . 16 In the seventy-nine views that show agricultural landscapes, wood fencing overwhelmingly dominates; only ten views show the landscape of stone walls suggested by the Harvard Forest models. Additionally there is considerable regional variation of fence type. Barber's views of the Connecticut portion of the New England central valley, with its soft brownstone foundation and overlying glacial lake sediments, show a four-to-one ratio of wood to stone fences. In the metamorphic western and eastern uplands, wood dominates by a two-to-one margin. And for the coastal slope, with its high proportion of granitic bedrock and rocky recessional moraines, the lithographs depict twice as many stone fences as wood ones.
The portrayal by these contemporary landscape artists suggests that the rocky images of the Harvard Forest models do not apply to all of nineteenthcentury New England. Also the traditional interpretation often assumes that most stone walls were erected to clear fields for farming, whereas early fences were instead likely made of wood from trees felled during clearing. Stone walls appeared over time and were built mostly wall by wall as the supply of labor and of stones worked up by frost and erosion permitted. An 1867 guide for beginning farmers observed that "jobbers, who itinerate through the country in search of labor," built the stone walls. In contrast with the The vivid image of a stone wall running through steep woodland, with soil so thin as to barely cover the bedrock, can distort the picture of New England agriculture as a whole. A common response to this sight is to wonder how such ground could ever have been plowed; the answer is that, like most New England farmland, it probably never was used for intensive cropping. In the late nineteenth century, only 33 percent of New England farmland was classified as tilled or tillable by the agricultural census. The rest was equally divided between pasture and woodland, with the latter category likely containing much land that once had been pasture.19 In other words, at least half the land ever cleared in New England was pasturage, not cropland, especially on high and rocky ground. That is no surprise, because sheep raising was one of the principal activities of nineteenth-century New England farmers. There were so many sheep in Vermont that the governor remarked in 1842 that wool was the staple of the state.20 Rather than being built to deal with stones uncovered in clearing and tilling of adjacent ground, most stone walls on rocky upland slopes were low-maintenance stock-management fences.
MYTH OF Low FARM PRODUCTIVITY
The best comparative information on the status of New England in countrywide farm productivity comes from the decennial agricultural censuses. Unfortunately the early ones were notoriously eccentric. There was a wide margin of error in the numbers generated by census takers, limited as they were by inadequate roads and by respondents whose knowledge of their farming operations was often numerically imprecise. Furthermore, changes of definitions and budgets often affected the comparability of data from one census to the next. Consequently the census data that follow should be seen only as a broad indicator of conditions.
On the 33 percent of New England agricultural land either cropped or in rotation, productivity was remarkably high compared with that of the rest of the United States. In 1879, the first crop year for which per-acre yield Recent information on crop yields also shows much the same pattern as in the late nineteenth century. Three-year averages for corn silage between 1981 and 1983 in New England were more than 30 percent above the national figure-higher than in Kansas, Ohio, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Wisconsin, and other states in the traditional corn belt. Although wheat is grown only in very small amounts in New England today, yields in three of the four states where it was produced exceeded the national average, in Maine by more than 30 percent. Maine was also the only New England state where oats was a significant crop; in 1982 its yield ranked fourth among the principal oatgrowing states. Hay yields were below average in New England, but milk production per unit of feed was the highest in the United States, and milk production per cow was also well above the national average.27
Inspection of the data for the 1879 and 1889 crop years contained in the 1880 and 1890 censuses does not bear out the interpretation that New Englanders remained in farming only by applying massive amounts of fertilizer.28 Rates of expenditure for commercial fertilizers were quite high in the southern New England states. Even so, per acre of improved farmland, New England as a whole had a lower fertilizer expenditure in 1879 than any individual state on the east coast except Florida, and a lower expenditure in 1889 than any east-coast state.29 A century later, despite the high rates of fertilizer application in three southern New England states, the region as a whole continued to exceed the national average only slightly in the generally 26 If the decline is measured by total land in agriculture, the census showed no important downturn for New England until after 1900 (Fig. 7) Land in farms is essentially a property measure and may miss important changes in landuse. Between 1850 and 1920, the census categorized farmland as improved, consisting of land in crops, fallow, pasture, vineyards, and orchards, or as unimproved, which included woodland and other rough land and old fields not in pasture or cultivation.36 From 1850 to 1880, the percentage of total farmland that was improved was remarkably constant, varying less than a half percent from 61 percent. But between 1880 and 1890, the ratio fell to 54 percent, in part because of a change in the definition of unimproved land to include pastures and meadows that had never been plowed (Fig. 8) For a region long infused with the ideal of the yeoman, the emerging image of the rube was a remarkable change.
As industrialization proceeded, the lure of urban lifestyles grew ever stronger. It is not enough to suggest that the lure was merely the attraction of high income, because new migrants to urban areas often failed to achieve such wages. Furthermore, persons who have remained in farming across the country have always had lower incomes than their urban counterparts. The choice to remain in agriculture has long been more than an economic one. That there was the opportunity for greater wealth in the city, whether realized or not, cannot be denied, but the desire for increased wealth and material comfort is itself a cultural choice.
The effect of the urban lure was not felt only in New England. All urbanizing and industrializing regions of the east coast experienced this pull, and agriculture declined accordingly in most of them. As part of one of the most rapidly urbanizing and industrializing regions, rural New England felt the urban lure as strongly as any area, perhaps more strongly, which to some extent accounts for the greater decline in the region.
Many traditional explanations of the decline of New England agriculture also mention the effect of the urban lure, but the evidence presented here suggests a far more important role than previously assigned for the effect of urbanization and industrialization in the life choices of rural New Englanders. The evidence additionally stresses the importance of substituting the concept of agricultural adjustment for that of comparative advantage of agriculture elsewhere. By thus balancing the effects of cultural choice, ecological constraints, and changes in the worldwide agricultural system, the situation in New England can be explained without recourse to the traditional model. Why did so many writers distort the history of New England agriculture in the face of considerable evidence long available to the contrary? One important factor may have been a general sense of loss of an age of close community life and cultural purity, felt to be a consequence of the rise of modern industrial and commercial life.42 Also the supposed poverty of the small rocky farms and fields of New England became a prime exemplar in the highly mechanized, big-is-beautiful credo of twentieth-century agricultural efficiency.43 The supposed inability of the region to compete with the vastness of the mechanized Midwest reinforced beliefs in the high-input, non-labor-intensive type of agriculture that is now receiving widespread critical scrutiny concerning its ecological sustainability.
Even at a symbolic level the negative portrayal has had its effect. Stone walls have become the primary commonsensical evidence of agricultural decline in New England. Yet alongside the countless stone walls, the landscape is adorned with the opposite symbol: from the plain colonial saltboxes to the dandied Victorians, rural New England is filled with magnificent houses. The large, gracious houses lining many a town or village green were not built by hardscrabble farmers struggling to eke out a living from a stubborn soil. They were built by families that were often wealthy, that 42 And Lyme was the town that went "downhill."
The evidence presented here does not deny that agriculture suffered a decline in Lyme or on the fields of John Sanderson's farm, which later became the Harvard Forest. These early instances of farmland abandonment did occur, usually on marginal land that other farmers were less likely to use in an age of declining interest in rural living. Yet John Sanderson must not have done too badly from his rock-strewn little fields; he left his farm to start a bank.
